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Mountain View High School is proud to recognize Billy Peir as our April 2022 Student of the Month. Billy is 
a current junior involved in activities like ASB, varsity baseball and basketball, and Math Mission Club at 
MVHS.  
 
Billy has been in ASB for two years and stands out as one of the most dedicated students on the Activities 
Committee. He will serve as the ASB Secretary/PR for the next school year. Billy's ASB advisor, Ms. 
Johnson, describes him as a friendly, inclusive, compassionate, and academically talented student. He is 
a hard worker within both his school work and his community. Billy is the type of student who is gracious 
and humble while also being academically skilled. He works well with his peers and teachers and is a 
meaningful member of our MVHS community as a student and as a young individual.  
  
One of Billy's most significant commitments is baseball. He is currently the MVHS Boys Varsity Baseball 
team captain and has played baseball since he was four years old. He started on varsity as a sophomore 
and is the first non-senior captain in Spartan baseball history! Earlier this year, Billy was selected to give 
a Ted talk for the MVHS Tedx event. He talked about a baseball player named Munenori Kawasaki and 
the inspiration he has given Billy as a player.  
 
Billy serves as the secretary of Math Mission Club, a club where MVHS students volunteer to tutor under-
served children in Bay Area middle schools. He was part of the club's founding board and is currently 
tutoring an 8th grader in Geometry at Blach Middle School.   
 
Billy's favorite class is math - inspired by his current Calculus teacher, Mr. Migdow. Looking forward to the 
future, Billy is interested in studying data science and statistics in college. He credits his interest in data 
statistics to his love of baseball, which heavily involves taking statistics. A 'Moneyball' summer program he 
participated in for sports analytics at the Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania also furthered 
his interest in data science and statistics.  
 

Outside of school, Billy is part of the MVLA Service League of Boys, a local volunteer service league that 
focuses on philanthropy to foster community responsibility. This year, he serves as the co-President-Elect 
of the Service League of Boys.  
 
Congratulations Billy!  
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